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As the parade got underway this morning these beautiful floats moved
down Main Street to be viewed by a homecoming crowd numbering in the
thousands.
A full day has been planned for the returning Alumni of Murray State
University with breakfasts, coffees and other activities.









parade and to take part in the homecaMing pfpgram. Murray is scheduled
to meet Tennessee Tech at 1:30 toda in the annual homecoming game
and a number of Other functions are p nned for the day
Crowds began to gather by 830 morning for the parade which
was scheduled to begin at 9:30.
Over 3,000 alumni are expected to in Murray for this annual- event.
rsennocci Aae• &YDS swistau es.e WILL,1111ALLIII newapasersi
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, October 22, 1966
The theme for this year's parade is "Victory Through Spirit" and the
many floats are built around this idea.
A number of high school bands participated in the parade as well as
the Murray State Marching Band.
The day will be climaxed with a smorgasbord for Alumni at 6:30 in the
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ASERFAN Wane 111 -- "A
generatIon of chadken ham been
wiped out in tt Ytlge."
One man sad it Strong men's
tears confirmed it An official
prediction and the death tall
might scar pod 200, roost of them
children smothered when an aval-
anche of muck deathoyed aacihoon
house and at lead 30 other build-
, Inge Friday
A full clay after a 500 foot high
mil nap heap. weakened by in-
somennt rain. mnt apart and and
or the village unseen because of
OW* On. tbe death toU stood at
• 130, mut of them cloidren aged
5 to 11 Eareht adult& were known
dead and officials aid another 90
chikken neleht be entombed be-
neath the back cow
A Police wed the death oount
Might het 230




We like the crimp luzal of apples
that make your teeth Infee44..when
you eat than.
We also Ike hiot homemade de-
ceits, butter and biackberry May.
• In fad about the orate thing we
do riot like le eggplant, and beets.




Be,. Lloyd Horner tea born in
Corinth. Mareviippl.
Charles Mason Baker has lived in
• Murray for his whole life.
- -
COI. Lance Booth hea been In
the army for 29 years
Woman Lawyer: "And
iii? . . .
Wanton Witness: "About the manic
as yours".
your age
The young tow wild rate The old
ki grow sage
-
Fenrey wild that he wee not going
(ConUnued on Page Four)
Gra and ellagible. 'Woe recovered
and snorts were under ;my to
decipher ft and try to Inn dawn
exactly how maiiv ohtklren were
Made when the 'Jewett/ hit
Officials refund to dbcuai ran-
ds' charges that Brent' °arenas-
nem had peignialmt the 50-dory
high deg otte to build up over
a cenVury and become a clanger
to the village
A pall of nuck dug and smoke
hovered over the mining nage
where Uw Milano should have
been frolooking 03day on • week's
osmium thet was to have started
soon stir diameter struck
It was the worst tragedy In
Wales mince World War U Moy
Road, the oenter of the disaster,
looked like a battlefield.
Forlorn Hope
One Whoa officer said therezirc
• "forlorn hope" anyone
elle be found alive in the
muck
"We 'are getUng deeper and
deepen" said Dr David Ftowlergli
"The aonration of the bodies Is
getting worse"
. Ille threat of a second aval-
anche from muddy slag inn hov-
ering above the village hettlnetwd
the despair.
Warners bunt a sanbag leavee
to protect rescuers denim in the
school from any further slides.
Thei nvorntrer the parents of
sinkiren believed to have been In
the derneritary whoolhouee buried
by the nide lined up &ruinously
cutiale • tiny. aarundit Baptist
cawing.
Inside, trey-Marketed childrens'
hates filled the well worn pews
Mothers were kept outside as
fathers *riffled rattly between
the rinercrw rows. looking' with
weft Ponces fbr the child they
Waned would not be there Their
grimy tares reflected exhanstion
• nd &malt
, nee For Yourself
rt was the 01* WILY to learn
If a child had been found A fath-
er asked police if they knew any
nernea. "No." an officer rented
"You neat go clown tn the °lapel
and as air remelt That's the
only watr to find out." lin amen.
plump we burst into tears.
Many era3tiner mothenn hands
were raw and torn fonn grappling
with debris They ahook end they
wept as recleyed women sought to
comfort them The mornen heel
tenderly washed the bodies in a
pinkwalled room off the chapel




Ana. Dan Hutaon and daughter,
Ada Sue, win be the special gueete
for the "MICE to School Night"
to be had by the Karksey Ele-
mentary School Parea-Teadier
Aasoomation on Tuesday, Cannber
216 at 7:30 pm.
The pronoun chanman for the
PTA. Mrs James Tucker. laid the
group felt fortunate and honored
In have MM. Hopson sad her
daughter to present the mignon
for the evening
Virrkon Tinker will give the de-
votion and the hostesses will be
the first and eighth (rude m.
sew
Mn Harry Lee Petra, president,
urges all paean to attend this
speciaA program and also to vidt
the children% nuns to the
work of their children on display
William Sturm Ends
Nine Weeks Course
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mel
AHTtiCi - Second LAeutenant
WIni P Sturm, 22 son of Mr.
and Mrs. Petal W Sturm, 306
Woodiawn, Muria". Ky completed
a nine-week oninace officer bask
oaurse at the Army °retrace Cen-
ter and Ekbool Aberdeen Ptov-
trig Gmsurid. lad., Octanek 17
During the clourse Lt Sturm re-
ceived tresitructIon in die dun*
and resporeeibintite of an Ann7
ordnance officer and was trained
In supplying and rnatniathing var-
ious combat vehicles
IA faturrn entered on active duty
In August 1906 and recreved has
CarrentRINI through the Reserve
Wheys' Training Corps program
at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington
1.4 Sturm a a 1962 graduate of
Murray High School soot In 1966,
received a B A degree from tho
University of Kentucky He is •
member of Phi Kappa Tau frat-
ernal'
04•21W isarallnal1
KENTUCKY Partly cloudy warm
and windy today with a few light
showers beehives* wet by one-r-
oom spreading over state tonight
Tan-nine cooler over west tonisht.
Sunday cloudy wet to. clewing wet
and cooler over state with showera.
wet portion ending early Saturday
High today 70 to 76 Lowe tonight
upper 30s wet to tooter 40s eat
Kenturay take: 7 a. m 3646, up
0.1, below dam 302.1: down 07 Wa-
ter temperauure 63.
Bes-kley lake 364 6. no change.
Below darn 3045, up 18
faineleas 6 11, street 5 Pt-




No developments have been re-
ported in the nag 12.000 robbery
af a Inzal grocery store, last Tues-
day afternoon, according to Sheriff
Cohen Stubtiefield today
Sheriff Stubblefield wad that
three Negro men entered Alescand-
ern Help-Yourself Grocery or Inae
Main street last Tuesday afternoon,
when miry one cern wadi in the
store. One of the men wired for
some small item at the rear of the
store and when the *
clerk went
back with him to get the kern, the
other two allegedly opened the cash
register and removed about 10,000
in five and ten dollar bins A four-
th man remit/nil in the ow a blue
Thunderbtrel. chadds the store The
car had a Henry Oaunty. Tennensee
Beene*
Mame Madge Alexander and Mn.
Lawton Alexander operate the store
since the death of Leyden Alexan-
der same months ago.
The Lecher and Times learned of
the robbery on Thurscley and <'o-
operated with the Sheriffs office
I
so that certain leads and clues




Dean" Dies At 92
CAN . England TPI --
Dr Hewlett Johnson, the controv-
ersial "Red Dean." of Centenary.
died today at the age of 90.
Johrerm stirred tuner and re-
seritiment by his frequent espousal
of the Oommurdet line whine serv-
ing in the Misch of England.
HI. "Red Dean" title stemmed
from has Outman/a activities.
He was howitenzed after a fall
Friday °e we of death was not
intmerllately announced.
Johnson resigned Ida Canterbury
prat in 1963
He ranee served Rs an editorial
board member of the British COm-
rnuniat party newspaper, The
Morning Stan and said he re -
carded Cuban Premier Fidel Cast-
izn as a pearral horn
Johnson also once aid in a
Olgentniats niewseire thnit if Jesus
Ohrint were alive today, he would
be • Osnrounist
Sam Knight Now In
Murray Hospital
SRM Knight a now a patient at
the Murray-Cabers), County Hos-
pital where he is reported In sat-
isfactory condition He has been
hosplbalizeict since becoming ill in
Bkrangharn, Alh . on Monday.
Ootober 3
Knight, driver for the Smith
Poultry Orrrypeny of Murray, was
laIa*e with the head condition
while on a run for the COITIrRilly
Communism In The
Schools Is Topic
"Oorrimenaen In the Schools"
was the subject of the talk pre-
sented by Belo. Cliaess
Minister a the Hazel Church of
aunt . at the meetang of the
Parents Club of the New Con-
crrd Elementary School held
Thunday. October 2e. at 7:30
pin at the acticol
Bro. Villion stressed the im-
portance of each person learning
about oursnuniern for he said it
IMP thrust& Apsnrance that _cps
amid riot detect If there was •
communist in the room He maid
a has been deo overeat thx ft is
detanti the schools that corn-
• can be overrome.
BS Mon. prevalent pre-
skied at the meeting and Intro-
• the speaker &elm Virkle
bdoCuleam. • member of the eighth
wade clink read the scripture
reennir followed by prayer by
Bro. nation.
Pars were made for the Hal-
bowesapannarnival to be sponsored
by Prirents Ckib on Saturday.
°amber 29, at 6•30 pm Ham-
bummer', drinks, and other items
will be sold at the annual event.
It wee announced that the Par-
ents Club cleared better than nine
hundred dollars on the Turtey
Shoot held recently at the Garvin
Perillilps' hum;
A large number at parent, were
presert fir the meeting wtth war
room can being won by Robert
Allen% eighth grade case Parents





Robert Snyder. Baptist Student
Union sununer inkeionary to Pa-
nama, w66 show Ades and cbacuss
Ida work at the qoarterly meeting,
of the W'ornann arkeionstry Union
of the Blood RSV!! 13/ELTRASI Minor-
lotion to be held Monday. OntAiber
34. at !seven pm at the Bethel
Churth in Mandan County.
Mha Mary Ann Foreland. Ken-
tucky Sunbeam director, will also
appear on the. program, according
to Mrs Albert Crider. aasociational
president
Rev. R. J Burpoe. pastor of the
terve nowt* will rive the devotion
and Milt Edgar Shieley, prealent
of the First Bap* %VMS will
have the call to prayer Special
mei& will be by rile hint church




City Police reported eight °Ra-
tions were issued over the past
twenty tour hours.
One person wee cited for dis-
meaning a stop ern, two for
public drum, two for having no
oitly dicker, one for having no
operator's license, and two for






rr.-BlIbrelies. • Car and Horne Supply
civil observe Is twentieth anniv-
ersary and week according to
Baxter 11111bno, owner of the firm.
The bolos opined in Novem-
ber of Mae wIllb the Goodyear tire
Menage on WM Main Street.
During the ensuing twenty years
the full line of General Electric
appliances were added and in re-
cent months the Mary Carter patnt
brie was eirklad
The butanes has expanded three
tarries over the pad two decades
wint addelons being constructed
at the rear of tne budding The
honest also expanded to the
wet. Mr Hiltrey recalled today
that he cut trees off of the beak
of the lot on which the More
now stands In 'order to trate mom
for inikading of merchandise
He mid he recalls also the bi-
stance where 500 tires were un-
loaded ait his tack cicor and he
had on place to store than.
Today the Wawa has a Mod-
ern Wre center located about kW
a block swear on Third Etreet.
Here apprordrnately 3.000 gres are
stored as well as the wheel bal-
ancing equipment and the tire
dimming emit talent
Billibreeh aim services all of the
equipmert ethic% it sells A mod-
ern television and radio repair
service Is maintained in the bus-
Meal as well as major appliance
replan* service.
The !inn amploa,s seven permits
in addition to Mr and Mrs Bin
bre/ Thomas Haign is in name
of the paint swim in the business;
and Bobby Vinson is In chime of
terTel service Howard Coy hasYes personal charge the
MOM' arellancee and John Rim-
mons the tire and gun sales Jer-
ry Sheppard is in thaiwe of the
warehouse and service department
in the tire center Mrs Evelyn
Wilson is • sakes lady and Mrs.
Jackie &Med Is the bookkeeper.
Although various employees have
particular as in which they
epeoalze. Wee work overlaps
Bilbrene Car and Home Supply,
as its name indicates handles
Item, for the car and home A
full line of ports rentinnent Is
maintained as well as ahotruns
and pintole All types of house-
ware, kitchen a,ppliancen televis-
ion sets, radios, game, automobile
ACCORISortes. tires and many other
Mena are Inciluded on the store's
shelves
Mrs Hilbrey hews aided at the
Continued on Page SW
FREE PITPY
Rev and Mrs Cecil Burns:We at
300 South 15th Street have a
female pienin to give away The
puppy is tx weeks old Oa 753-




Few tains can look pawl to de-
feat, but the Tigers of Murray
Merl SC*1001 did jud that hid
night as the undefeated Hopkins-
on* Tame won over them 16 to
6
Hageriniallle's minted running
admit we taunted by a stubborn
DiveraY so &dense With the
giception ob. ana iountrtown
by Hoplatrandle, lbe result of a
bollliant punt relearn. the game
imias east about even
The Thera received the and
unable to move Hale to
the Hopkinson* 30 TOO bag was
promptly return eel to r the Mur-
ray High 17 *xi on the next play
Jesse Green, who turned in a
great performance for Hopkins-
e 'lad night. Journeyed the 17
yards for the Hopionsville wore.
'omas made the extra point
rood with B 57 showing on the
dock in the first QUert.PT
Murray', ix points came In the
second period with 5:15 left in
the frit half Murray had reached
the Hooke-ovine ten yard line, but
casnld grit no farther and Hopk-
insville took over on downs on
their own ten Green. Polly Cole-
man, and Fugue moved a out to
their own 30 yard line and the
Tigers of Itopkinevine f untied
the ball David Wall jumped on
the bid and darned it for Mur-
raY
Flarrerrone pawed to Vic Dunn
on the tint play and the psees was
incomplete, but an interference
call moved the boll to the Hopk-
inevele 15 Sammons got to the
9 tut a penakv movecl it barn to
the 14. Shelton k* to the 16,
but on the next play with good
blocking, moved to the Hopkins-
on* one mid line
Hurter Terry Hart *necked the
use for no gain, then hit it again
and twined avow the goal line
for tire Murray wore with 5- 15 in
the tali Terhune's try for the ex-
tra part tailed and the half end-
ed Murray 6 and Hopitinewille 7.
The Hapicirentae Tigers. de-
termined to keep their streak un-
broken. turned the naming chorea
over to Orem, Pony, Puna and
Coleman and in "9 pays moved
from thee own 38 for another
wore. Green warnperesd the final
22 yards for the TD. Thomas a-
gain kicked the extra point to
make it 6 to 13 with 1:26 showing
on the dock.
The /mood hen was 10DreiPsel
with the ex-notion of two points
gained by Hapkinenfile in the final
paged wben Don Shelton was
tamed in hla own end zone
HanilliMellie WO licked to the
Murray yawl line and SOZEIRIUXIS
had lost to the 1 Shelton took
the ball on the next play. but a
rushing Hoptown lane nailed him
in has own end sone
Murray's narking was outstand-
ing lad night and their defense
was stubborn and tenacious
Murray mooed a scoring op-
portunity in the second quarter as
they recaptured a Swim-atone
fumble on the Hoptown 35 Bland
moved to the 30 then lost to the
33 Sammons completed a pare to
Vic Dunn to thia-Hopleineville 22
and Shelton went through the
middle on a spinner to the 17.
Sammons got to the • 7. but the
Hopkinnedle defense Stiffened and
Murray bit the ban on the ten
yard line
Moments bier they recovered a
Hopidrentlie fumble which they
tikned to advantage for a TD
The Murray defense stopped
fermi Hopkineville threats with
heads op, alert football
Toward the end of the third
quarter the Tigers moved to the
Hopktrervine 15 but perm/tees and
red clogging pushed them back tit
the 47.
Both Hale and Buster Scott
ahowed trope-menet in that
kicking ability, getting off wine
Mee holm to put Murray out of
danger Murray unimehed a paw-
ing attack bast night reminiscent
of the -big bonder of last year.
The Hopkinsviale Tigers merken
up 229 yards in their rtutung game
while the There of Murray High
wined rip 100. Hanka a.• Inn g‘..t
32 yards in the sir to 14 for Mur-
ray. The lona team completed
two of twelve shine Hopkineville
c-ornineted one of eight Hoek:re-
vile also led 13 to 11 in first
downs
The win bat Mott gave Hopk-
inervilie 22 straight victories over
three seasons and eight straight
this Year Murray hoia won over
all Cams A opponent, thus far
thlts year, lasing only to Chas ft...s
reek ,r1 Paris Grove
The low het night gives the
Tigen. a 3 won-fire loss record.
fir the 'rearson Ned Friday they
wil meet unbeaten Beneallville
there murmy ends the MOM on






THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUSLIIIINED by LEDGER 0 TLMER PUBLISHING COMPANY. Lon.
Ceilmaiidation at the Murray Ledger, The Ca..4oway Tones, and The
Tthass-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the Wt Kenneekooi, January
1, 1942.
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUEILLSEIER
We reserve the nett to reiect asto Advertising. Lenore to the Edam,
PL141C Voice Mom wads. la our apinton, are ix* for the ban in-
terest at our readers.
NATIONAL REPREOENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT IEM CO.. 1509
Madam Ave., Memphis, Tenn; Time & Late Bldg, New Yogi. N.Y..
Staphensoc 34g. Detroit. Mich



















6111191ORIPTION RATIO. By (Owner In Marra,. per weak He, per month
1110. In Galloway and athouaing onathas per year. MAO, *ambers. MAL
"Ma Outsuadine CIVIC &mei el • Communiy is the
lasaghty ed les Oewereater
SATURDAY - OCTOBER 22, 1966
ONE WAY TO GET FEDERAL MD
•NEW ENGLAND has been the educational center of the
nation ever since it was founded and for that reason alone
one would ttunk federal aid to education there would be need-
ed less than anywher* else.
Northern and Eastern states where most of the centers
of edaicationet, are Just as anxious to get their share of
federal aid as the =et backard states in the union and resort
to all kinds of schemes to qualify.
Under rigid guide-lines plainly adopted to hasten trite-
gratton in the South, it is proving burdensome in some educa-
tional centers to qualify for -federal aid, not because of a pre-
• ponderance of Negroes but on account of too many foreigners
living m restricted areas.
In Boston, for instance, where the Negro population is
only two per cent of the total, there is a large community of
Chinese. The school board has always maintained schools
eapecsally for them, but under the new federal aid guide-line,
ractal_unlaananee mattes ix) ass-fleet-sin between Negroes and
other races, yellow, red, black or white.
What to do about getting Boston's full measure of federal
awl? The problem proved simple to an enlightened city and
state. The suite legislature is graciously .considering legLsla-
tacin to mate all Chinese within the state white people. Maybe

















?NB LIP.D136R /11 TIMES - MOB RAY. KilgT113C1T
 -
The Almisse •
by United Prim latematimaa
itchy a Saturday Oot 22, the
291th der at 1966 with 70 to fat-
The nvoun is between tie first
Marne and tug phase.
The mon hg wars are Mars and
Jupiter
The evening star a Saturn
liuttgarans °imposer Franz Laa
14a6 born an It& day in 1111.
011 this day a boom':
In UM, Gen Elam Houston was
sworn in oss Ira president ot the
Republic at Texas.
In dal the Metropolitan Opera
Home rn New York Othy esilebna-
ed as grand opening with • pa-
formanor "Pavia "
In 1,663, representatives at Prance
and Laos signed a treaty giving
Laos as independence
In 1962. President Atm F Ken-
nedy announced an arms blockade
ot Cuba alter Sortet missiles were
cancovarat on the island.
A doungta tor the day - Brit-
ish piapwageit Geonte Bernard
Mae arid. -Mere a only one re-
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Deer Trappers  I% 4%
Llloopys or Sesalastiens - 4 5
P • •ni DAYS AGO the postal authorities& ch,cago asked for 111gb Team 2 Games
eoples 
Jt NK MAIL PROVEN A PROBLE,M
•
perMission to destroy the contents of .000 sacks at third 6rtein  LTI3
Ten Pins  12110class man piled up in the city's post offices as It would cast D us _
the government more to deliver it than it received under the Rise leafs Game
third elms rates now in effect.
Firms and individuals using this cheap rate of postage
had Millions of dollars invested in printing, however, which
the Post Office Department was under obligations to deliver
so more than 3,000 emergency empi who are called in
for the Christmas rush were pressedcrto service a month
ahead of tune so as to get this big volume of 'lung" on its way.
What happened in Chicago is happening throughout the
nation and, as a matter of tact, thrusighout the world.
In this week's edition of United States News and World
Report there appears an article entitled: "What's Wrong with
the Postal Service- which umicates delivery of mail is a
world problem and that we a,re doing a much better job in
handling an unprecedented volume of mall than any other
leading country of the woad.
Be that as it may, acenellung must be done about the huge
lrblume of third class Mall, generally referred to as junk
-mall This so-called direct-by-mail advertising matter is be-
ing handled at a loss to the Post.01 flee Department and delay-
ing deliver) of more important mail Postal authorities are
looting forward to graving much of the delay in mall delivery
throdgn automation iaut this can be done only by universal
use of zip aocie delivery numbers on all classes of mail.
Authorities „haie argued for years that rates
Callas Mall shOuld be increased enough to cover cost of delivery.
If this were done the volume would probably be cut in half
arid the postal service would benefit accordingly
Junk man Is a nuisance to receivers as well as to postal
ea:ma/yeas. It Lakes time to sort through this kind of mall to
make sure one eves not discard something valuable and the
sue of office wastebaskets increases year by year
Some day Congress will revise palatal rates so as to fore!
third Class or Junk mail to pay the cost of delivery. When
that time comes we will enjoy better mail service and the over-/
worked employees, will be relieved of the unjust criticism
they are subjected to.
Quotes From The News
ay UNITLD PULS* INTERNATIONALA SYDNEY - President Johnson speaking at the Sydney
Art Gallery
-In Amen-a, during 'the past few years. I have heard
Australia described as a very -American' place I can only
assume that America is described here as a very 'Australian'/ place."
AKERFAPI, Wales -- George Thomas, minister of state for! Wales, after an avalanche killed more than 100.
"A generation of children has be_.1 wiped out in thisVillage"
NEW YORK A t'oone1 fireman, one of 10.000 who at-
tended the funeral of. 10 of a dozen firefighters killed In theworst disaster in New York Fire Department history:
'Twelve men and everyone asks. 'Why?: I'll tell you why.
Because the only Way to fight a fire la to go in there and
fight it You can't fight It from the street. You have to go in."
--
MANILA - U S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk, when asked
he thoGght representatives of Hanoi and Peking would meet
with 155 officials:
"I think they'll not come If Hanoi and Peking would like
tahi meet in Geneva tomorroiv afternoon, I'd be, there Just as
fast as a jet aircraft ran fly."
•
1300
Green Hornets.   413
DL'. 4•6
ellooptis or litaitactions  464
Midi lad. 3 Games
Lynn Stranak 
Fred P Stalls -
Marsyn Parts
Land Transfers
Joe Rob Miner to EL R. Tawny
I
and lIaz 'Amery: icit in Chaim D.
Clot Sulairamon et Koksey.
Charles Windsor and Martha Nall
Windsor to1 Idelee 'Wapner's and
lautta Hthdsesa.• lot on Sate
Highway 803.
Bobby R Johnson and Sara JC*111-
IO11 to MAX AL11111:1 and Akne Jul-
ian lot in Pthinveyw Acres Subdi-
Meth.
Anna F. DOI to Patricia D. Mc-
Maui. Idichael,, Dill, and Anaa F
DOI; property on South lith Hod
and alio on South 9th Einem
Galloway Reeourts, Ia.. to Jahn
itactierd Bator and Hemel Bernice
Intim at Miteston Mo.; lot in Can-
ter Ridge Subdivision.
Edward Y. Morgan and Lilian
A. Horgan to W. A. Clusuangiam
and Hazel Conotnamin oae-half
acre an Murray and Para Road.
Leue Hopkins and Joe D Hopkins
of Calarway County and Estelle
Jcilanson at Knantmlie. Tenn, to
Joe D. Flopinns and 'Rees I-. Hap-
nos; 5.4 acres on State Read 464.
Oireartuna Pre:peens'. Inc.. to
James T Rose and Donna Sue
Rote. be at Otroirama Subdivision
I. Wdis Purdum. Sr . Alice B.
Purdant, L. D. lithibee. and Fiances
Miller to L. K. Ptrikley and Frances
Pinkley; Ma in Thoroughbred Ter-
race Subdivision.
Eckite Marian and Glaris Jean
kloggan to Edward Y. litiorgan and
Lillian ,A Morgan; property on
Murray -arid -Pahl Bluff- R. '
Kansas Development 0o.. me.,
of EL John Ind, to William E.
Hellmann and Olney Jo Heitmenn
at Dolton. 111; lot in Rename lake
Mora
Opal Pitman MoOtsislion and Bob
lIcOussicsa a) W J. Pinion and
Martha Lyle Parma; one-1N in-
tense. in IA acres tn Cailomy Co- I
unty.
I
Lome May Molar to MeiVin B.
Henley. Marshall Gordon. and Karl
Husating. a acres In Cahoon: Co-
unty.
Abe Soloman. Ilether doemaan.
DEA J &Minas and 8on of Cairo.
111. to Brow Devidopment Carp. of
noncom. Ky peeped, at Canto
out sad 10th Street
Hugh B Walton. to Fred M Oar-
bind and Charlene Garland, pro-
521 patty in Calloway County
827 awl Bray and Ruby Bray to
4116 Miran Young net Mon Neil
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • If 114E6 ILLS
Pictured Is the new concrete reinforced bridge which was
built to replace the ul dnarrow iron bridge on the110- Con-
built to replace the old narrow iron bridge 07 1 the lOw ('On-
at a time anG was the scene of numerous accidents caused by
its narrow width
The Pour-Way stop at 12th and Papier Streets will be
replaced by the state, according to City Councilman Darrell
Shoemaker The four way stop at this intersection was elimi-
nated recently by the State Highway Department and there
have been a minimum of two accidents there each week
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy Erwin of Murray Route Four are
the parents of a son, James Timothy, born October 11 at the
Murray Hospital.
Aline Edwards. a Klrksasy farmer, tais been in critical
condition at the Murray Hospital lance he was struck in 'he
head by a log while operating a bulldozer
20 Years Ago This Week






Purdue. winch never has repre-
sented the Htg Ten in the Rose
Bowl would be glad, to gp to Fleas-
dena under any cinetemiamea. Hat.
oven a choke. the Hallernadows
weaki prefer to travel elm aim.
Ranked ninth notionsay, Jack
MollenkopFs club ran astually
guarentee the beet accomothatons
an New Year's Day by defeating
Michigan State se Mat lanang
todey A los would drop the Boiler-
makers into the tourist dam Or
ax.ceemehly could sabotage the trIgt
altogether
Purdue and Moths= S. nank-
ed second. are de ants terns with
perfect confers= minim The veil-
Der almost osranity era olgebire
the Big Tan title since the toughest
part at Pa aligne schedule will
be oampieted
The tpartans, defending national
as welt as Rig Ten dampliona. see
nut MUM for the Rome Bowl,
however. dace tag weal bet year
Su Purdue conoenably email go as
the semend beet teem Ilat's better
than nothing but nothings better
1/1•11 being that
Slate Rally
A year ago State rained from •
10-0 deficit In the fourth quarter
tor • 14-10 victory. Ttat defeat
50 crumbed the Ekidermakers that
they proceeded to blew the ballow-
mg game awash Mina sod drag
is & thIal-glawer Ahab in' lbw fair
Ten tad standing&
The ant; sure way to prevent much
• oombie is a victary today. The
odnerakers seg win's lumen
having installed the Slatlaw as
• seven-paint rewrite. Het Pardue
Vanes otheMbe and the wimp
reason for the Bollerniakerr' ass-
S Bob Grine. the All-
r:s1. Crawford, Wade Graham, Robert Hendon, Garnett
Jones, George Jones. Robert Kelley, James Lassiter. Dale
Melugin, Mary Miller, James Redden, Joe Rees, Mary Thur-
man, Fred Wells, and Cabin West are Calloway students en-
rolled at the University of Kentucky.
. Robert Henry Bell. age 63, died today while cutting wood
at a neighbor's house
The Federal Communications Commission has announced
that the final hearing or the petition recently filed by the
Murray Broadcasting 'Company for permission to construst
a radio station in Murray will be held in Murray at a date
to be determined at a FCC hearingi
Arnongsthe births reported this week are a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Sandy Harmon, a,guti to Mr and Mrs. Carl *Veggie.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs Allen Rose, and a boy, to Mr and Mrs.
Kelley Woods
ACM Julia Ann Hart. daughter of Mr. and-Mrs Vernon
Hart of Flint, Mich. was raarried to John H Parker, son of
Mr and Mrs. Hafford Parker of Murray! on October.12.
- - -
SATURDAY - OCTOBER 22, 1966
Asnerias quarterback who is In the
MOO of Aim second comeoutive
tionessader noon
Cestotobaciles Steve Spurrier 01
Florida. Tory -Southall at Saylor
and Terry HanratO at Notre Dame
each is expeoted to rensive canted-
asside batting able the Holman
ballotbigS bead at the end at the
stmon iamousis latewesty la tomb-
capped by the fact he 5 onir.
latannore The award almost trio
ehuotally goes to a senior. •
Leaking Fee TIUe
Elpurrier leads she eighth-ranked.
Gators aesinst Louisiana Mate,
which stands to the they at • pos-
ed* Southeastern Conference title
for
Young. Iota la Stellande eutithri-
sson.
John T Leagear, ireasuior of or
vate of flefisce lament. deramed.
to Dan Shipley and Mary 86e7;
WI acres in Callow" Clounig.
Dowd) to Enters E Gardner and
Ica 9 Gardner. property on Mur-
my sod Providence Road
Alliclavict of descent of Aaron
Bathurst deceased to I .44 le Hopkeis.
Batelle Johnson of it...viva*. Taus,
and Joe Doe Hopkins
30 Years Ago This Week'
Ittirt • TI11E6 rug
The or undefeated SWC dub,
tioullaten Meatiodoe. travels to lob-
auk tor an earagonent smilost
Them Tech 'rah the Madames
111111Milloranne1 Nehtealia • Hoes
41111 Met minor Bei Eight conferenoe
Zoftegaiale CNaurido with Urtfavored by lat. Third-rank-
ed OICLA opens be Aseddec A-
at Warn Udisareates sched-
ule. eitilch the Bruits hqpe will
laid to • return angagement at the
Haee Both, by miseting Ovation:Oa.
The Brume are favored by 17.
In other key oantetence cashes.
Alabama Is • whappuig 17-point
pick to beat Vanderait arid remain
unbeaten in the SEC. Georgie
favored by 15 to whip Kentucky
md remain in contentan Meat
Dertanotith is a four-point choice
over Harvard, the nation% t4o. 1
rushing team, in an Ivy League
eke&
PItth-renked Southern California
rates 30 ;emu over Clemson and
Houston vs Miatasoppi e rated a
tom itit in mtersecounal battles
Clean* Teoh No. 6 is a 16-point
favorite to txust the bubble at Tu-
lin& Shicti has cumpiled a re-
apeciable 4-1 record under new
mach Jtt PUMMEL
Kelly, Green And Ryan Hope To 0
Stop Dallas Cowboys Tomorrow
By WILLIAM VEILICiAN
UPI Sports Writer
The beg guns at the Cleveland
lawns-Leroy Keay. Male Omen
and Frank Ryan-Saga to heft the
theme of the bee k Hoe-
day when they cash with the un-
beaten Deals Otraboys
lb. Browns weren't expozted to
create muda at a stir in the Oa-
tmeal Football League this season
after fulitact Jim Brown announ-
ced that he was giving up football
, to become an or
Kelly. Green and Ryan have pro-
vided the punch tit keep the de-
tending Emern Clantereone dam-
ping's in third place. however.
The St Lotus Carcbcais are the
leaders with a 5-0-1 mart, and
Dallas a secotx1 at, 4-0-1 Cleve-
land 3-2 would be virtually ea:li-
nseed from the mice by • los to
the Cowboys but would be right
in the node of the tray watt a
Kelly has averaged 5.5 yardit pd-
. carry in 65 attempt& and Green
with a 5.3 avavee
1 on 64 tens. Green alio a the fay.
'rite target at quartertack Ryer
1with 19 canines for 142 yards.
i
Ryan. sAilho Ar"adis h vingGeatja at the
i
bed years of his career, ha peened
135 Limes with Ti completions far
972 yartis and touchdowns He alio
S the third beet rusher on the





s. dim aneoposon thetr fabriv..-
gide of tam. mall backs and the
' pasting al Don Meredith. who le
second in the league with th com-
pletions in 121 tries tor issa yards
1 and 14 touctidowns Don Perkins,
of the smallest fullbacks in
Gorda& ass, had been one cd a 1 the NFL at 300 pounds. Dan Reeves,
smolt number of newsmen that r aluk Harm Prank Clarke. Ihie"I Ref.'"
PRI Director J Edgar Hoover hired J trnt kiln Lek Shy PnAirke inClet atMeredith's support
ClelMute tan ard wratrea Ila Pure XV tesig i eilindiggruaninlygagshmattadigatnmine edalionuPthlewrithleamnieht ell-for her husband but for her ita ea fue ms ming, 0*, ," SA yard,,aute..I limelght a evre7 ita, 01 the my.. andmaciDallaswith bass ournaletaunsthe beet PlannSta i64
she mu. 'KM to avoid 'Sr type-
writer fez 1'464 )1Lmhave became an expert house urAemPta is
pakten. brick layer, soallacie. else- ' St Louis. ishoob Ual the Co.,
Whim and plwealtar.' licos isia week and beat Mewl.:
laid her humbual. -Males the earlier Xi the sermon, is favored
1
anlYnesa PhjintrrAnd if il iallimel . willillitilaiebrlit ran thePolnlaW ghlnirtmand rungoinTWqr r'''''OM. obeli be Or oft suer la So Mem in the Best. and the Greer.
plumbing business.' Bth Packers. Madera el the We.:
WAS FBI AG&NT
during Wirral War II
Mrs Carden. a -mail and fano
none WEIMAR I with prematurely
setb a 5-1 mixed. are 37-puutt fa. -
antes against the wthlees Marg.,
Phicons.
hi other genes. the Chkago Beer,
3-3 are given a suoixent admotage
aver the Lai Amides Rams 4-1. I
die Baltimore Colts 3-2 are picked
by 10 mune the Minneme Vik-
ings 1-3-1. the Philadelphia Eag-
les 3-3 are Lavoild by three over
Sr New Tart GAMS 1-4-1, and
the San Frencieco Forty-Mlness 2-
2-1 are 10 over the Detroit Lions
2-4,
Hann Leads Redskins
The Redskins dropped a 23-7 de'
cation to. St 14.1t116 earlier in the ,
moon alter leadang 7-6 at the
sant at the fourth period. Sunny
Jungeman who bee done an mutt-
log jab at quattaitheek this meson
Or Wastgraton. will laid the Red-
skins &(arnet St.. Louis. which de-
gender on the gaming of Chaney
Johneon.
Noe) Hectdr, a tanner Pecker
mach, has the unpleasant task of
trying to laid the Ago:1m 10 - I
tory over hie old team, which tow,
the NFL in defense by diovio
only 323.8 yards ger pale. Asian
quartertsaw Dennis Claridge. ILL+ .
• Sr111•• Green Day player be
• Bart Starr. htt 10 of 15 pate-
n for NI yarda in the Fathom' loss
to flan Prencisco last week
Los Angeles wSM be- led by Glenn
Baas, the NTL's too rusher alai 459
yards uhen S tries to neat the '
Bears for the second time the
ate. Gale Sayers. mine at the so,.
last seaman. is Chicago's agent
running threat •
'Scrambling Fran lartentan at
Minnesota and veteran Johnny
Lanais are &mental to SW! •
pmang dud at B•1411111Ure UZI/1AS
canted the Coles from behind to








It! oras. fie io.
Deaths reported this week included J W -Jimmie" Jones,
age 51. Opal May Dstin age six. Charlie L Carney, age 74,
C. T. English, Heien Orneva Housden. age 14. and Talmadge
Causey. age 3,3
About 4,500 students, alumni, and visitors took part in
Homerotnini festivities at Murray, State College on October
L7 The May Thoroughbreds lost to the Missisaippi Choc-
taws. 20-14, in the football game.
•114Uss LYcla Sue Hart. daughter of Mr and Mrs. Jim Hart
pf near Hazel, and Eimer Collins of Paula Valley, Oklahoma,
were married October 16 at Vienna, Ill
Mr and Mrs. Peril,: Blalock of Murray announre the Mit'
of a baby girl at the Keyasliosialon Clinic-Hospital on Or tithe •
17.
Marshall Wyatt and Frances Kendall are drum majors




Every Yeir . . .
'billions of dollars of dam-
age is caused by fire!
Homes, factories, farm s,
•
and beautiful recreational
areas are destroyed by fire
Carelessness . . .
is one of the chief reasons
for all this destruction;
Everyone can take 'apart in
preventing fires by observ-
mg . . .
THE BURNING LAW, which is now in
effect. Do not burn trash, etc., until after
4:30 p.m. from October 1 till Nov. 15.
FIRE PREVENTION
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Nearly EVERBODY Reads The LEDGER &TIMES
•••
Listed above are the annual average net paid cir culation figures of the daily Ledger and Times
since 1956, which reached a peak on October 1, 1966 of 3,542 subscribers. Calloway County'si
population is 20,972, of which nearly 7,000 are college students. Applying the national aver-
age of 4 persons to the family, there are approximately 3700 families in Calloway County not
counting the college students. This gives the Le dger and Times an almost 100 per cent satura-
tion of the city and county which represents a la rge buying market of which Murray is the center.
Counting the college students the Ledger and T imes gives over 70 per cent coverage and this
coverage is increasing daily. This is all PAID ci rculation. These readers pay for the LEDGER




own newspaper. That' is why advertising mess ages n you rdaily newspaper bring the best re-
sults.












PACHI TOM TIM LIDGES TIMM - MAY, IIPITOOKT
The Ledger & Times . .





The Women of St John's Egia-
cepore Chunth met Monday Octo-
ber 11, at sevennterty o'clock in
the eraning et the thumb at
M.on and Brach Streets
Peewit* the bustness meeting
u2__ an seat* up com-
munise and the care of the anar
bone were /Oven by Res Robert
Iturclooll. minutes' of the church
art Brame George opeoed the
awietieg watt prayer and We
illometa ask. preardent, preraied.
3111mthis at the previous meeting
were nral .Mrs Robert Mabry.
araellary. and the tresourere re-
port wee by Nonnan Kapp.
Several plans for the fall sea-
son were amesed.
Mambos present were Ma.
/bona gentle., Mrs. Robert )-
bey. alergen Mk, Mrs Hor-
an Itiapp. Ms. Leonard Whit-
oner." Mra Marlon Reed
Chalk. Mame, Mrs Mike Sc-
and Mao Jaroet Deane
Mrs. Grange will be hostels for
the oemt oteettog to be held moo_ The Aramaean Legion Auxiliary
cley remember 21. at 7 30 pm wgi ha" • F••• •11 •uPP°I th•
at bee league oo, Legina Hat at 8 30 pm. Mrs.
e'en"' MeGrea Per of Barna. districtteendi Street






The Wen 3 An of
Font Preatrarnan Clusch in on
Watley vsenr z the borne of
10 pieradent. birs. Alfred lonthey.
Mrs. Gene •Cieurin aerated the
Waal
Wadi tetetherng aortas llosteat-
ina ther theme at 'Wowing - We.
Imes Clomonstmen led the open-
ing drailloons.
A repot was given on the lun-
cheon served to the Mots of
Larnuage Tendhere dunng Mae.
M -a. arles Crawford. Mien*
-Wald Inteetim ClhaTason
United Casusti Women, reported a
aucarostul drag aw diallers, com-
peted tab lea.
Annomearant the coach of
Weld Camnially Ay piens for
Circa Obi le be pementsel on
:skeet:her 4 Mo. Bray larae.n-
so and Min. Cansollonl reported
brad* cm the eseetingat
Prtalbelbelb. gaeregy bid bat
seek in trams
A camoinee isea aleantreed Is
make praw for a rummage sob
The program • provocalute dia
ran presented by Mrs Da Were
ren and Mn John Gregor,' lo-
teralliew Mammon lonosed
Tibe next meeeuag or the Amor-
Saturday, October la
Alpha Cla chapter at Sigma
Signe Signe& soroney well have as
annuei amen coffee at 11 am
In the sororay roam on the turd
Gear of ;he Univeresto kbrery
• • •
The Moose Lodge Couple *up-
per and Juke Ina dance mg be at
the Lodge Hall Oast is 61-26 per
plate.
'Me hornenraner dance Ira be
bald at itee Claboray County
Clountry Club from mne p in to
one am. for the pubilket five -dolo
the per anomie Mom ere Mr and
Ms. Don 'nicker. Mr and Mn.
'Draw Entersen, Mr and Mrs
Dan Tacker. Mr and Mn Tun-
ny laterson and Mr and Mrs.
act Kennede Deconnions are by
Meows and Meedentea Ben am-
pen. Gene Landole Buddy Valen-
tine, and Bit Purgerson
Mend*. Graeber 24
The Murree Unit of the Nat-
ional Haudreasess arid Ocemetolo-
Om will meet at Judy's' Beauty
Shop at 6 30 pm
• • •
The %TICS of the Man's
Chapel Method= Church vol. have
as call to prayer and are derael
at the church
• • •
The Creative Arts Department
al the Moray Wassane Club oils
meet at the. atob house at 130
am with Meedirenes Jahn Trot-
ter. N0 %nether. Jack Black-
wee J Litoetor. and Alfred
Welbon se biestemo
• • •
Wage J Lsoy Illopepte A.




The annum' card party. aponsoro
at It the Os-den Departtnent of
the Murray Woman's Club will be
bead in tra seem* at 130 pm.
and seven p.m at the dub house.
Tickets are one ck)ier per panto
The elubas a Invedit
• • •
A Haaoween Hootesonny ran
be head at the Student Union
tearoom for members and eueets
of the Murray StuAe Ureteral*
Women*. Society This es a mas-
querade party Members who are
no oar/tamed M WeekleadaY
thould cal Mrs Hugh Itorleoter




The Alplia Deputising of the
Murray Woman's Club MU have
its lunohnin meeting at the club
house a neon woh Mrs M. P.
Chrotopher, Mrs W SheDarnell
Miss Jewel Deene Miss Ro-
selle Henry and Mrs. Robert E
Orr as hostesses
A nanniage sole sill be had at
the butkrag on Main Street pat
ma of the Bank of Murray from
eaght. am to three pin. epaneor-
eel by Mawr* Asomber No 19




Mrs Clarence Ciser opened her
tome Srthe October meetin eieg
the Wadeiboro Homemakers Cket
lab *be prescient, Mrs. Dees
McDaniel. madam
The Werima'a Mammary roan An taterieg deacillon
of the MEM Mew tappet As- 1 Shell be Ws Jun Woehee she
reed her !ordure frmn John
16 12-111 followed by Plane by
anciesion we meth at the Bethel




Club sell meet at the bame at
Mr. Jcseph Rao lerA Drams
Avenue. at 7 15 pm
Traelay. October
The era to prayer and Jed de-
nial for the MKS of the P'Int
Mattiodin Church ME be hdd
at the Rao Claire at 1 30 am.
with • sack knob at more The
nursery will be open and all botbes
of the church are urged to st-
ation vie: be the annual Praia tern
Serece to be he Norenaber 21 • • •
or. the Jamie of Mrs Welter Bet - The Planet biectodet Clittedi
at wHf13 wit hare tts call to prayer
and self Waal at the though at




Mrs Roby Betz is the guest a
Captv-n and Mrs Gaylord Perrot
She e I n.,m Lot-an Okisdemai.
• • •
Mr and Mrs Noielan Klapp
were guests hat Saturday at Mr.
and Mrs Andrea Ward of Fran-
tent. Teen The Wards. formerly The ladles day Umbras wit be
Wiled at noon at Ms Calloway
County Comer, Club. Hostemas
wit be lisedernes JOIM Quest-ter-
ing*. Jams- M heallter John
Thames Irwin Gene Landok Ro-
bert Holland, H C Corn. Purdom
• • •
of Mocray who were owners a
Ward Ateo nye own and
operae the Ben Frankan dare
ar Humbakk.
Mr arid Mrs. Bobby Workman
arid chaaghter. Loon. of ',Mk. thetnd,end James Converse
• • •
Nowell Carokna. are the guests of
• parerta, Mr and Mrs John llreredlay. October II
Woriunso and am acenceng the The Zeta Deportment of the
homecoming sconues at Murray Murray Woneans Club inn mete
State Urusersey Workman is with at the nub Merv. at 730 pm
•••,- tend.. Pat, - e' mono ' rh ‘1,
The Karksey PTA wOli have Its
"Hack to School elight" promos
at the at pm. Mrs-
Dan Mussee and daughter, Ads




Will Be Oven This Sunday
bar Tour Dela& PrendePtinn and eilalB•7 Old.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from









- We ('ate r to Private Parties in Private Dining Room The (entity of Murray emu. tint-
CALI,' ' 'ONO loreity miff numbers more than
1111111111111111111110 341
Mrs Lowell Palmer
bare lira Hurt presented do
apnea leMMO Sr the bey on tbe
era: fkrucoare for the State al
Kerthcky- Mn Mc-Daniet urged
web ‘...ar to %Ludy the new pro-
pmed remeart Kentucky oonstatu-
oon and to veer one way or the
other
The aseraary, Mrs. Carina Bar-
rhea. rend the minutes and caned
the roll elth eleven numbers woo
swerwer rah her favorite arse M
the fall odors
Mrs Laval Palmer treasurer.
save tier report and told about
the Hat workshop had at Mum
fltate Unnerve*.
Refreshments lora served by the
hostas
The next critalleg isla be add
Weidner:tn. etramber 16, at one






mi.b. at Chapter M of the
P 1. 0 Sieternood were kumbein
guests of Mrs Howard Tearrortb
on Huambo The serving Obeli
were centered, alb *Meta of fall
nos ere in yellow and white. Sie
colon at the Seterhotal
We George Hart. president of
the chapter. prioskted over an
'merino meeting
Mrs John Qualm:than pre;
rented a. clam of an. article from
the twee 'Niue of The P H 0
Renard. and the pregnarn 'Crea-
tive Ifietthines" was attracted by
Mrs, Jhrirth Hurregtreys and Mrs
W 0 eloastekey Members en-
joyed a wericatirm wegion
Out-drawn membera prevent
were WM Edward Nuenene of
May Mrs Humphreire Mrs
and bilre Retort pr.
at Pluk10111
-hem meeting will be on





Business and Professional Women's Clubs
Of National Federation Started In 1919
The Natio:al FiltieraMon of Hua-
inan. oat Prolamin*/ Wegnen's
Oklbh WS organised in July le19,
for the venom at promoting the
interestb at tannage and prune-
tonal women B Is an *depend-
ent ormurattion„ ran-prate. rum-
• n, roon-radralian. aetroem-
wrung and soll-governing
Today the Federation com-
posed of over 3,700 cite • With a
membership of approximately 17/.-
000 Widnes and professional wo-
men thtioutheut the 50 eaten 
protessicia; to peonute the utter-
Dialect of Columbia Puerto Faro ea 4 bushels 
and padamional
somen, tobarns MOM • scirk of
o..hoenstion smarm buidnigs and
protesionel women 5t1 Ise UMW
States: to extend eppontheitles- to
bus. rem and pinctedenal women
thieugh adoration Mang Ines of
andusural, scientific and vocat-
ional activoies
The Murray Busmen and Pro-
fessional Women e MA) a com-
posed of forty aouve working wo-
boat and economic progress. It men The Club was 
organized in
creates public 4)pin:on for em- November 1927 They 
have recently
played wane°. ha sphere of In- anneored and hetped to 
erearuze
(Me net b oozitaMy enPanang. a BPW Club
 in Mantloi1 CuuntY
witting through business and The purposee of the Mesa club
government the Perination at- are to g ne expressman to the °b-
0) achieve lagableve action jects and prignan of the Feder-
and concerns lima with inter- ad-1.o to refer bus:owns and pro-
mo:hid and mama affairs. women an °pow
-turd*
Through Its program on beak to help allege better conditions
social. economic end poktlea for men and women by the study
questions the Fedora** Provides of ems/ wormer& and 
political
proli.isno. to give its members an
opportunity to participate in tom-
mooty life and enrich thew soc-
ial contract. through study and
recreation. bo Interpret and de-
velop the Pectoral program. to
btual Si preeporn around
oomitalnit6' needs and Inter-
mits widen the ronge of the Fed-
eration abjectives."to rename Its




The National P'ederatlion is one
at oscr dirty member countries
at the Latormeratal rederattain of
Busmen, and Profemional Women.
It a the kireent arganhation In
the world created to serve bus-
men and piedesenonal IVOMMI, and
approaches the specific problem of
women. recoruang their Lomit-
a/ale reinsoratep to all po-
• medium for mdivitkied growth
and group understanding dew&
which numbers preprint themselves
Sr and take beederehlp
in the rates. natione* god in-
ternemonala The PedesatIon
the apakeeman for the interests
and needs of all busman and pro-
fessional irame&
Us members represent a dose
sedtaan at business and prof anien-
al life Mernbentep is !Mk 16111ltald
tp umbers or obsed as to
apagallem. Over 700 kinds of
wort at gwareated It provides
inn call* and fallowitolp with
women of wined interests — op-
portunity lor leadenbip trang;
yor ing-cosiresson for rearatton;
ter menial, phtsiata and spiritual
trowel — an avenue of informs"-
tion and saran.
The obJeiotaves of the Federation
are ei emote the standar* for
vow ler. in business and in tete
• odene Grogan and John Grogan Installed
Worthy .'llatron & Patron Temple Hill OES
Teenage eila Chapter no. 611
Order of the Bolero Star had As
regular meeting at the Meontie
Hatt on Seturche Oceeber 16 at
sevenoturty °dock In the even-
Ite craggier am opined In re-
claim, town wlit IMO. tuber's
Patina. radar antion prodeen,
and Hobo Aldeotre. worthy pat-
ina. predeng Mrs Laity Alder-
e. worthy oratron, mut fered a
back Wharf is a tan on Bos-urlity
months and ram uzabie to et-
mod.
Oases entressated &ad welcomed
were Mary Hetet Grand Ruth of
eersonais
iiip ig,Mr Itre oe .ro, Fol "Pete"
Waldrop' Madisonville are the
,esta tif_ his parents'. Mr. and
litualmecrxm••1:-,* WakIrop, arid to at-
,' r 4 the 'rig se-Iv:toe at
.turray ,e Mr and Met Wald-
op are mernbene of the faculty of
nacLionville Mott Schou: Mrs.
'.vaidrop was at be Ken flar Inn





, The Murray Pb School ch•p-
ter at Ms Piths, Homeetakere of
Aineeka had Its ropier meeting
at she auditorium on Thad*.
Graotier IS, et slii-ditroy o'clock in
ate errenith.
allia than Temeneer pro/there.
mildthil. The ounutez and the roft
cea were by the Necreurfr Ma
Rae Made Preceding the butanese
raweon, Itharon Lockhart.
parlhmentarlan. preeented some
mond pointers on parbiernentary
procedure
A report on the finances of the
chapter was riven by Mass Mar-
ilyn Warn. treasurer The group
voted to sea candy this year in
order to be able to contribute to
the state FHA sobabsthith tend
and other neon
* %IR CONDITIONED *
Now Serving Fresh Catfish












the Grand thepter al Kentucky
0E23. Harclut Chapter No 277,
Mary Neale Winona, grand oom-
nuttee member on credentials of
Grand Ctapter Of Kentucky. Ben-
ton chaptiw; them Holmes, de-
SEEN I HEARD . . .
earegaged From Page Gael
to worry about the cigarette re-
port. because he me not going to
get out this world alive any-
way
To admit to May
Is • tactioel blunder.
But to priori you're a hundred
Maras you a wielder.
Mrs. Jess Wiffki got. • shock
Thursday morning as she read
the Lodger and Theo In Quotes
frorn the News &tie noted that
Mrs Clarence Pickard at Indla-
'Iola. Iowa had joined the Peace
Carps sft Use age of 71. Mrs. Pick-
lad Mall bar daustiterb thinti grade
Isecher shim the thmity lived in
Indianola. Mrs. IlIckard, 71 and
her huabond, 76, both joined the
Peace Corm.
Small world
A email boy loadner a donkey
paased an army camp A couple
of addle* wanted












It used to be Oat a man who
eared money was a miner — now-
days hea a wonder.
The draftee was awakened naugh-
ty by hes platcon sergeant after
the roams nret nista in the
artny barrages
"DO 430! roared the sergeant
"Pour-thileby" gasped the re-
al*. -then, you'd better get to
bed. We've got, a big clay tomor-
row" .1
A geed reader writes in and en-
doses a Mete poen which appear-
ed In the Southern Bell News
which cornets with your telephone
bat moth month Many might
have moral it the reader and.
so, we sell' reprint It here It is
entitled An Echo fete Valley
Forge"
'1 stead in snow wabout theta
to give you a nate by *le( and
pity grund ininpa Dttlincit 221,you stay home so elecaon day
11113Sead 4111; HPIvard Mellteetattt whenever' the weather a bad.




grand "I kit my frailly destitute so that
represetradve in Geordie In Ken-
tucky, Warren Ntha Lee
Hok, petal representative to
Rhode Island in Kennicky, Meg-
f idd 4 . Frue grand re-
presetwassve of Maim In Ken-
tucky, Mayfield 443. Iletala Wirt
worthy roistron Maytheid 443; Rae
Tackete, worthy enelion Millions
An tnetanatoon of oar allealli
we. held with Vilkne Mime ea
lostailers officer; Ilmetaid
Hedy, aseetent caber; Mao
Host. mantwa; Alma Meillesly.
Murray 433. chaplain; Iva Gard-
ner, Heath chapter, warder.
Joseph Walker. Temple Hal. arat-
inet
Moors innoilled were Mociene
Gramm. worthy matron; Jahn
Grogan, worray patron, lieuribian
Windier, amccaste matam;
morel Wrather. sisockste patnont
ftbcda Nell Herndon. conductress:
Ruin Lasater. alamciate conduct-
ress; Melte tiognon. niresball;
Charlie Leretter, disdain. Hunt
Cram, Adah: Aube rna Perldna.
Ruth, Ruby Orman. Martha;
Newman Gragan. warder.
Ilia dopier pginented las re-
you coubd have freedom of speech
-- and you remain silent. because
II meat& be tad for Dueness.
el orphaned my &taken to give
you a goventment to serve you —
and throuth neglect. you pertrat
It to become the meeter of your
children.
"I Med I. obtain your birthnght
el freedom - you ran cesarean it





Mildew Maine on nag should be
sporiged wart track medi or rag
shampoo, Maid with a ckeh
wrung train cod water,and dried
ID the am if rosrable, ems the
Nehru** theinelen Service.
• • •
An glitimiltes Ittelplace don
up begar if as mill la pointed
with • color stall differs from
that laced on the other wails in
Mang worthy srid segran, the "NIL • •
Mum Temeenoel. soprbn.spd elich Luny and Moine Ail:terrace with
aaanb,r nose ne., the nom, i Kentucky Crainel 
certificates Mr. "e'relsaftla removal of Riots 
arc d
, arid um. moonlit* presented
iota meanie rewires a specluLa 'a know-
onninetees
PSari, were male for Doren
Date Naht with /dm Feeernary
Smel' aan chairman
Mae fan Cooper, second vice-
president presented a fllm drip
geri a adit on the emsthus degrees
The meeting was adloiresed





The Greet Beard intenneMate
O.A 'a of Flir.t Hapeat Church
iron Ve.r.o, even,
12. at seven o'clock in the- es-en-
'The meeting was called to order
by the pram:last, Moab' heals
-who lied .n the opening Moak
The new business liat be elect
the officers for the year 1066-67
who are prendent, Matilie Beale:
vire president. Barton Bretton.
pregrern dhairman. Dorthe Jack-
son. iseridary and rerintler. Peso
Horairs; treareirer. Rance Hopkins:
raced drairmen, Inch Hopkens,
wort , leader-. Myths Turner.
The demurer report was given
and the therelary wee not, present
In reed the minutes.
After the Media* the meeting
IMO aimed over to the program
UdHn Pollovring the pragrem
nfraillinente were served and the
mealith was damaged with
dam papa.
' to their offeers for 1905-88. who
. tad honored thaws at a dinner at
the Trainee. Inn At the time the
A/dor-dace coup/e was presented




Mrs, Pool Deem. Route 2. Mur-
ray; Mr Joe Oltenen. 1720 Wen
lieriton: Mks. Patriots (w.
bid. Ftoute I, Dexter: Mr- Ctete
mum Route S. Murray; Mater
Mertes Anderson. New inonlord;
Mrs. Picea Grow. Rothe S. Mur-
ray; Mee, Juanita Lax. Rout;n1,
pm-year Tenn. Mrs. Ruby Fea-
red. Mode. Tenn ; Mr Henry
Mara. Sr . 1001 W Main Street,
Wormy. Mos Janet Caudle. =0
North lab lama, Murrny. Mr.
Brent H. Eiros-n. Rout-e 3, Murray:
MM. Bea ei1 SUM P;11.41,2*i. 216 86.
12th toot. Murray; Mr. Bob
lards. SOO South lith Extended,
Murray: Was Phyllis Elkins, Route
1, Idluney. Mr. Wayne Doran,
Metalloon Avenue. Murray; Mrs.
JOSh Simmons. Box 74 Hazel:
Mr. Jame.; Lawson Baker, 1300
.0We. Aturtay
I_' October 19, 1966
Mrs. Myrtle M( li(aigal.. Fort
Henry. Tenn.: Mr Winthrop Hop-
non, Route 2. Caste. Mr Brent
Brown. Route 3. Murray. Miss
Paula Johnston. Rowe 6, Bentoo:
Master Jerry Jones. Hoe 443,
Murray. Naos DuiTyi Kinne41. 404
jigsgh 1st ateet, Murray.
ledge of fables. *fee a nd nn"
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Married Couple In a Real Pickle
By Abigail Van Buren
DOIAR ABBY: alter 14 years of their Imam dr dam their grje
narrate. my husband ask.ed me
Sr • devotee. I am 34 and rave no
training Sr any hind job. le-
aden, I knew that no matter what
kind of Mammy he said he'd paiy,
he'd newer keep with the pay-
ments. se I fttedeld thee order
to prtheette our mintage Id. eared
to coring" things.
He could WM a room a hie own
and curiae Sod p3 as he pleased. He
°mid bring his friend& over arty
tame weft no questions serest I was
to keep bane and coot for my reg-
ular ehreance. I agreed to this
without reang the friends he
OUUM bring over were auuma
Our children gra too young to
know stet is going on nets*, but
theyll be wading questions pretty
awn. I have no pride left, but what
can .1 dol
STUCK
DEAR STUCK: Are you married
to Ude Meant, er deb( a stretch in
a penal braitatisa! Get a lawyer,
lady, ead hit bins mielain what Your
husband's restosaMbillties are to
you and I* family. Yea didn't we-
ber% e your marriage, you Plt KLED
It.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: A lady with whom
I was rather well sopmitiled pass-
ed away hat Sunday Mar a lin-
gering Mama during ethcila Lune
bre faintly was wane of the hope-
imams at her tiontelkin. The day
llollaiens bear death. ber too teen-
age daughters were bath In school
gang shout their busked, as usual,
most lotithatice thee Ices or sot-
law in am way.
Their hien& and teachers were
shocked a thb apparent lack at
tedium Am I wrong to feel that
they should have stayed at boine
for the one day between their
mother's death and len funnel. ar
1Isve'Tnes. cliangeei
ou-r or IT AT 46
DEAR OUT: Hew ether people
bear personal enable's. reset le
Ohm in relation to the aotong
reagent wed and the nuelowlo
and techniques required to ef feet I
removal.
• • •
Clesning a garment in a non -
bone nor-leaning 5e,sent rather
raven water hat the advantage of
i
miromming thrinkege. pre-Nerving
talioring derails and preserving
many at the oohrs aral Houton
applied oro modern day fabrics.
Determents work by surrounding
particles at diet and. keeping the
particles from setting in clothe'
Grayness of alarm occurs shin
too Mae deletwent Is used.
• • •
Mike flatware care a part of
your regular &headline Use a
soft sponge and a gentle foam
cleaner to remove food sea*
In-rn eraerware and to regime
the hider. The wine cleaner deo




aboidd rat concern you. Save year
moral yardstick for meat/swing your
• beha iOr.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: I am a man, 58,
who is oonaciering nourying a 38-
year-cdd divorcee who has a 13-
Year-old son. 41 lea my wife 4
years agot If this woman did not
have the reeponsibility at the boy
I would mono her euntorm,w, but
I do not feel on to raising a 13-
year-old boy.
All the men I have talked to who
have nwrisd women with teen-
agers have toll me that if they had
to do IL over egaln, they wouldn't
do It. Expense is nut a factor. What
Is your advice:
NEGATIVE
DEA R NE(i AT I VI: : I. tot am
negative, but only because you are.
Were you to marry this woman
and there be discord between yea
the boy would be the innocent va-
ttne. Ile deserves better.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: toot night some.
dung happened to me that Is realleIe
worth %riming home shout. I have
tic) home. in I am writing to you
because I eist Lave to tell some-
body.
I am a cook in a reelatrant. A
generation came lack in the kit-
chen and handed me st, $10 Mt
my-Iris. °I want to that*" you for
one of the teat meals I have ever
had" Abby, it wasn't the $10 I ap-
prectnuid as much as his Madmen
Ii wanting the coot to krow that
he was praised
I lave been cocking for 11 years
end theta the nicest tient that
r
aki ever happened to tne. Yours
FIZZ.LNG 000D
-Ter lilt FTY-I TVG!' TRU Maki me
feel (flood just readies Med M.






- WILSON' USED CARS
"Our COMPACTS Are A Little Better"
Your Choice of Many Makes and 1Lt4els
— Before You Buy, See Us! —
103 N Seventh Street Phone '753-4841
AVAILABLE STARTING THEKSDAY




At Your Favorite Grocery or
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• SELL• RENT • SWAP •I-4IRE- • BUY • SELL•RENT • SWAP. HIRE • D'JY - :LELL• RENT - SWAP • 1.4 i FiE •
LOW COST CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS
• /-4,RF • RUN( • SELL- RENT • SWAP • HIRE • BLJY• SELL. RENT • Svs•AR • HIRE • BUY • S,EL!...• RENT •
FOR SALE
BEE US FOR BOATS and motors.
Evenude dealer, factery trained
meoluirec Murray Sport & Marine,
317 North 4th, -phone 753-7400.
Nov. 10-C
NICE COPPER IN sweat pota-
toes. Plane bring your cantaicier.
Cower Joined, Jonas MIL Team
Phone 347-5283 0-25-C
NEW ROOF EABY-Pstnt Cen -
Apply Hy-Klan Plissited Asphalt
Aluminum Let U6 show you how
easy to apply, how it stops leaks,
reflects heat and does the jcb for
only Cents a atipsue foot. Alt about
'Venal fail price at Bughee Pait
810011. 0-94-C1
FISH ARE BITING again. like-
Springtime! 1 have a bmittid aupply
of redworms and African Crawlers.
Mrs. Ed Smith, phone 753-3430, Ne.w
Concord Raul. 023nc
-
NEW COLEMAN OIL FU'RNACE,
6u/table for Mobile Home New gas
range Oall 758-9036 evening', or
762-3822 ytime. 0-34-NC
FOR better Wessling, to seep oolors
gleaming, use Blue Lustre carpot
°leaner. Rees electric ahaznpooar $1.
/Inner House of Oolur. 0-35-C
TIRAELM, 10' x 50', 1965 model
baysir may take over payments.
Ideated Hale Trader Court, Odd-
wager Road. 0-22-C
DALMATION PUPS for sale, 1 male,
2 female, A, IC C. blood line, Route
4. Phone 763-5136 or 753-5619. 0-32-12
ONE °OUCH. good oonchtkul Pac'ne
763-3902. 0-22-C
PA.RMALL 'C" Tractor, plow. oulti-
tater, mower and cinc, °taxi con-
dition. Pbarie 753-4481. 0-22-C
,MOBILE HOME 42' x 10', air-oon-
dawnef carpet in living room, a
real bargain. Oan be seen by ap-
pointment. Phone 753-6673. 0-22-C
BEAUTIFUL DIPRINTED calrLvt-
inas Cards. Large selection to choose
from. Order early and avoid the lest
minute rush. See at the Ledger end
Times Office Supply Department.
TP-X0
10 x 46' TRAILER with 24 acres,
new well. septic tank. 3 miles front
Five Pointe. Call 753-4692. 0-22-C
DINETTE bET, 4 chairs. Call 753-
3344 or see at 141.4;s1 Vine St. 0-22-P
5 ACRES cbaioe kind across from
Paingrounds, 500 ft. frontage on
highway. t1 753-6694 Q-26-P
- - - -
BOOKCASE, hew. coffee table,
kitchen eat, baby jump chair, AM-
FM clock Indio Call 756-6447
0-23-0
TWO BEDROOM HOME, just oom-
_
Pitted, one lot on gravel road
1 neer Ahno H. Oat 763-0609.
0-22-P
1965 CHEVY Impala, 2-door hard-
I JING' LLSTED a 4-bedroom heote,
only one bloc* from Carter School.
Has large den with fireplace. 1 ‘11
blahs and wall-to-wall carpet in
living oxen and dining roam, elec-
tric heat, fully insulated, storm win- ,
&ewe and doors. Large airport, ;
storage nem, nice shady lot for lil
1$17,750. ' ./.j-
i.LARGE new 3-bedroom brick, his i
large family room with fireplace, 1
biolt-in lunge and cith,Wer, wall-
to-wall oarget throughout, 2 ceramic
il tile baths. If sold at onoe you may
I pick your carpet. Will trade for
' cheaper house.
160 A.CliE FARM at New_Conocrd
top, power steering, automatic trans-
mission, 1 owner alt. W. 0. Vaughn,
802 Cokiwater Read, Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4038. 0-22-p
 --
se Aelkits, good dwelling, good to-
bacco barn, big laynig house. See
Marten Young, la tUlleti north of
Blahs on Kirks- Highway, 0-27-P
RITE-WAY Wood Hester- like new.
Peed $177.00, wall take 610040. Call
489-2/06, 0-24-C
PIANOS-Mast piano buyers end
their shopping at Reeds Music
Manor! Come and See Why! Save
6300 to 0600 on Fine Quality Pianos.
Brands used in over 700 Universities
and Music Schools. 15 yr guaran-
teas-we service and tune our
pianos. Reeds Music Manor Jost off
Ills Benton-Mayfield Rd., at Har-
vey. Metiaplsone 622-8966. H-40-46-C
Has 4-room house, stork barn, to-
bacco barn. Has been in soil bank
for 8 years and has 2 yews to go
at 6900 per year. Most of lend Ms
Blood River Bottom. If interested in
a good cattle farm it will pay you
to check this one. ROBERTS REAL-
ITY, 505 Maui St., Mine 753-1651.
0-34-C
•NORGE AUTOMATIC Walther, 14
Pound size, almost -new. Reasonable,
Cash or terms. Also 32-4noh hewn
mower, 3Ye km. p. CoR 753-5556.
0-34-0
mil.,40 /41; kN
Alk 1(0:6 .\ 3[E l)PLE
CHAPTER 18
'THE LODGE of Lance Re-
turner wag a peculiarly
lonely place after Story Teller
had ioined the spirit world. It
was aa if a hole were tern to
each of their Lives. The four
women would oarne to a silent
place in their talk. and after a
moment their eyes wouni glance
at the place where he might
have lain or sat had he been
there, and each of them would
know that all their minds dwelt
on the skinny old man who was
gone_
It affected the master of the
lodge too. He would come in.
and the sense of the musing
thing would seem to slap
In the face, and whatever had
been in his mind would desert
It; in a moment he would say
something in an Attempt to be
cheerful:-'Well, the Acesa. are
doing well this year," or -They
say the antelope are thick
south of here."
These were Woes during
which Tehanita lived in unt,•gr-
tainty, not able to settle on any
clear relationship with those
she lived with, sudilenly seen
in a new and kinder light: not
able to accept or alter the new
role Sunflower was taking as
a young belle eligible to marry;
not able to understand the awar
that took place in the vague
world of wtute people or guess
whet effect it might have on
tier future. She drew on her
patience and waited.
The pressure of white settle-
ment and military activity
against the People had eased
The Mutsant as the other
hands, took advantage of the
fact to live a freer, less ttppre-
hennive life and to raid the
whites more boldly, someUmes
in groups of only three or four
bravek
in the year following that
spring when Sunflower ran
with the girle-beeorrunkorpmen,
,tie was courted sei7eral of
the foremost young men of the
ti.ind At any soc•al dance she
was always prie•Ont, and young
men crowded around to dance
as near her as possible.
They gave gifts of fresh meat
or trinkets or skins to her la-
ther. Spitting Dog, and her
brother. Burning Hand But
one day the chiefs son. Little
Wild Horse, who had recently
led his first raid and had suc-
cessfully stolen a rifle and
three horses, called Burning
Hand "my brother." After that
the other suitors ceased their
attentions, and the chief's son
was given a clear field Sun-
flower seemed to welcome his
suit. The match was the ;bilk
of the camp.
Teluinita thought she had re-
signed herself to some such de-
velopmenj_ but as it became
clear from gossip that the mar-
riage was being planned, she
felt herself strongly against it
and had 'to restrain herself lest
ehe say wmiething that would
her feelings.
The matter wee arranged
by the award-winning novelist,
BENJAMIN CAPPS
From ontei out.lished by Own Sewn k Rewire Copyright C
L...,,eonin Capp. 1.11Stributeil by K Feature,. '4, nthrftto• •
tween the two families. Ettattibg
Dog's family, of which be was
the most important member,
had long been a powerful one.
but he had not added much to
the luster of his name by his
failures at making medicine.
He made, as they said, good
"camp medicine"; which is to
say that his pretensions were
high, and he put on a good
show. but on the warpath and
the hunting path, where it
counted seriously, hie medicine
was often weak.
Only in recent years his med-
icine to promote the success of
raids against the whites had
scented more ef ecUve, but
mottle said the difference was
not caused by him.
On the other hand Ute Kill-
er's p,iattion was unimpeach-
able. His position as civil chief
and the most important war
chief had gone unchallenged for
years and was not likely to be
lost any time soon.
The Women of the camp were
satisfied when they learned
that the dolivry, accepted be-
fore It was made, was four
high-quality horses. None ot
them seemed to consider im-
portant that Sunflower was not
born a Comanche; she was
merely a friendly girl, well
liked by the young people, the
daughter of the medicine man.
The marriage day was one of
feasitng and-fun. Its high point
came with the bringing of the
four good horses to the lodge
of Spitting Dog He and his
family came ,out, dressed .n
their best finery, and acted
surprised The horses were tak-
en to the medicine mans herd.
and Little Wild Horse led his
bride to the new lodge that had
been prepared for them Gifts
were given out by both of the
families involved. and Ute Kill-
er sent a man around to an-
nounce the event, about which
every-one already knew.
• • •
-1 'HEY had been up on Arrow-
point River that summer,
the braves taking part, along
with warriors from two other
Comanche bands and one Krowa
band, in a powerful striltli
against the Utes. After the
men returned from their suc-
cessful raid. Ute Killer began to
move the Mutsanl south, for
he wanted in spend the winter
in a place where the weather
Was least harsh.
They traveled with a party
of Penntaihka Comanches who
had been with them [town- on
Wolf River they: came to the
main camp of the Penatuhkas
and since winter wits - not yet
pressing, ceniped beside them
for visiting.
The Penatuhkas had news
The white,' had ended their
great war. That first night Teh:
finite went with Old Woman,
Come Home Early, and Blessed
to the fire wheie Lance Return-
er strayamt With Buffalo Bones
and two men of the other band.
She squatted back in the shad-
ows wlbh the women, quiet.,
waiting as they did, to bear
what the men had to say.
Buffalo Bones talked at
length about the adventures in
Ute letni. Then Lance Rata/wee
asked, "What's this about the
whites? They've stopped fight-
ing, have they ?-
One of the strange men said,
"Yea. it's finished, I guess."
-Then I guess they didn't
kill each other off?"
"No, not e.eryone. At least
one side is left"
"Which side won?"
"I'm not sure. But one side
did. They bad some chief
named Grant who was the main
chief on the winning side."
"But that side lost many
warriors ?-
"Yes-
"whAt nu t,r)'ln t,q make
out, lance Returner kid. "is
how strong the whites remain
now. Those we have raided are
weak. It seems to me that the
whites have come to the coo of
their road. I don't think they Li
ever give us any more trounie,
and we can get anything we
want from them; if they wont
give it, we can take IL e.
must keep them down Like we
do the tites and the Apaches.
The two strangers were snak-
ing their heads. One of them
said. "Y ou' v e got the wrong
idea. They can lose rummy war-
riors and still have many left.
You haven't been around whoes
enough to understand them,
Lance Returner. Right now
some of our chiefs have gone
to meet them end work out
new treaties."
"What a the matter with yoo
Pena tuhkas 7"
"(Kt but it's not only us.
Some of the Nawkom go too,
and even some Kiowaa ••
Buffalo Bones put in, "What's
this treaty business? What is
a treaty?"
"We don't know exactly," one
of them said "You just max.
peace and mark on a paper,
that's about all."
The other one said,
they give you gifts"
Lance Returner said, "That's
not all, and you know it They
tell you where to make your
camps. They tell you not to
go to this place and that place.
They tell you they can matte
forts and send their stage-
coaches anywhere they want
to. They tell you not to raid.
I've been making speeches
about this matter in our coun-
cils. When the panther makes
friends with the deer when the
wolf Takes friends with the
rabbit, when the eagle makes
friends with the ground squirrel
-- that's the time we should
make friends with the white
'The (' lllll iinehee were vela
plea.e when the bah) rattle,
h no eelehretion was held,
for the child ens n girl.
looked upon me 0 thing In iw
eherishe,1 bat nflit ilo ens
mhe mould a ttttt he s war-
rior." The story continues here
Esn Monday.
...us tee sorsa published by 1/11fli. 141min & Peke, • Copyrieht 0 19158 by maigaugig Cigna.




2 E CLEALNERS, robota I with
cab, Good.
2 A CLEANERS, robots, nabs
_Am*/ to So. _
2 30 MASSEY FERGUSONS
robot, 1 with cab, Like New.
2 72 MASSEY FERGIUSONS ro-
bout, 10 ft. headers.
1 45 4014N DEERE, Robot. A
real !good one
1 FORD, 10 ft. COMBINE, Good
and cheap.
THE ABOVE COMBINES are
etrappoci with Ram and Cain
Uses, pickup reels and corn heads
are available.
2 72_ALILS CUAI.34PRs, AND
SEVERAL 66 cONIBENES,
rea4y for inunallate use.
FREE FINANCING on most




Water Valley, Ky. 355-2611
- JOHNSON MACHINERY







Gallows' County Hompliel needs
Irwin ige 30-60 Reliable full time
housekeeper. Hours 7:00 a m to
3:30 p. at, Good working coot:Y-
(10M. interview giving com-
plete information dal 753-51131 be-
tween 8.30 a. at -.1.30 p. in. TPC
NOTICE
FOR ROME IMPROVEMENT Items
call Olorin kW-grove. Morray's Rep-
resentative, Paducah Aluminum Co.,
115 d 10th, Murray Phone 753-4668.
0-34-P
ELECTROLUX SALES & BerV606,
Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. band-
el...6 Phone 382-3116 LOnsaville, KY
NOTICE
OCTOBER list a the last day
to pay 1966 City of Marray Taxes
to avoid penalty A 10% penalty




trahers Couples only. Phone 753-
2720 day, 763-4491 nights Oct. 111.0
Melt Rooms far rkiys 0110 blocs
from campus Call 753-3556. Nov .12-C
APARTMENT FOR RENT New of
ficiency for college boys Cull 75s-
4466 ar 753-6660. Nov . 9-C
NICE 13000E6 for boys one tiock




chsposal. Phone 753-6023 or 753-
4438 0-24-C
TW▪ O- BEDROOM NOME living
ram kitchen combination, half
bath Mile west of Ahno Heights.
"FOR CAPITOL ANL. DRIVE-INPhone 753-2293 0-25-P
  Information tall 7513314 anytime
NE•WLY DSCORATED 3-room fur- reo
nulhen allartment, electrib heat.
Couples only, no pets. 1610 College
Farm li-e..143. Photie 753-1600. 0-22-P
'PWO-DwOROOM unfurnished a -
pertinent Electric heat, garbage dis-
posal, air-auditioned, 86000 per
month_ Phone 753-2796. 0-22-C
NEW 2-BEDROold Duplex apart-
Dana, 1517 Henry St. Call 753-2660.
0-22-0
2-.txmattoom ''IRAIEER in Hale's
Trailer Court, $42.50 a month. Phone
489-2713. 0-24-P
2-5EDROOM HOUSE on Vine St.
Living mom, latchen, dinette, utility
nacen, kite of storage Vat*. Phone
753-2818. 0-22-NC
TWO-BEDROOM HOUSE, locited
at 502 Broad street. If interested
call 753-430e or inquire at 500 Broad.
TFC
TWO-BEDROOM HOUSE Running
water, ni country. near Flint Bap-




man and !MAY. ages 95 to 96, good
pa' :° person at "ToM's Phaa






A First Rate Clean-Up Man
Call Bill Farris 527-3441 day
and 537-7480 night, Benton. R3'.,
or write at 307 Nona Maim St.,
Beaten, Ky, 0-7/8-C
LOST 4 fOUND
LOST: 2 BLACK ANGUS steers.
If seen please call Windell All-
batten at 753-4496. 0-22-C
- DOCKWORKERS STRIKE
LONDON LII - More dem 4,000
[dock workers were idled 
Friday in
a union juriscnctioual dmpute.
Fifty-one ships were affected by
the walkout and 1,567 fellow dock-
ers were unable to work. The strike
ataS by inem.bers of two charging
each other with placmg workers
in 'Woos not in their jurischotion•
WANTED to BUY
WANTED To BUY several hundred
barrels ot cad yellow corn, delivered
to Galloway Gouuty Co-Op, Indus









































4▪ 2 a• ry. ,i.ken
43 Worthless
leaving
44 Once v- '
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The family or 2::ro)' Sinter wish-
es to express their deepest apprec-
iathoi to the mani, .friends and
neighbors during the short illness
and death of their son and brother,
Eddie. Words cannoc express our
thoughts for the floral offerings,
personal deeds, and words of' coal-
(Solstice during our bereavement.
We wish to give spacial thanks to
Dr. Scarbmugb, Max
Churchill, Bro, Isilyd Wilton and
Bro. Paul Hodges.
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TWAT WRAPS IT UP FOR TODAY'S "
REHEARSAL, KIDS, OH, M/SS CARSON -
MIND STICKING AROUND RA A WHILE?




DANCE FOR, BE ASTLS
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'o
P5ST WHAT {-4 IT(4,17W
11445 KID AND-WIE CoSe ?
•
GO AHEAD, CRON -
i>16 YOUR oww GRAVE
A LITTLE pEEPER:
atAzirif --PSST.OrBETTER
DANCE /N 8ACK YAR,D If-
450-POUND CORPSE NO










TIRE LEDGER lb TIMES - MORIRAT, KEYETtICET
Lucille Ball, Tony Bennett Have One Hour
Specials; Wild Kingdom To Return To NBC
By JACK GAVER
United Pram International
NEW TOM FPI - Localle RaS
cei CBS and Tony Bent on ABC
E:e WM top entertainers with ceic-
hew sPeciate on th.e video networks
this wet.
!IBC returns "Wild Kingdom •
to the air.
Hgtaight details Oct 23-29
U 8 
Sunday
Son. Paul H Dough&
seeking re-electIon own month. Ls
the gunt on "Face the Nation" for
CBS
NBC's American lecothell League
schedule *arts Inch the Oakkaisi-
New York and Ban Diego-Boston
THE ONE TO WATCH
TODAY ON CHANNEL 5
FILMS OF THE 1;LFTIES
SATURDAY, 10:30 P.M.
"Magnificent Seven"
























OLD TIME SINGING CONVENTION










YOUR NO. 1 TV STATION





Blue Cross-Blue Shield is protection you appre-
ciate having. It's great for peoce of mind.
And, should occident or illness strike, you will
learn. what this dependable protection has
meant to hundreds of thousands of people.
Nearly 1 out of 3 Kentuckians is a member of
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. There's never been
anything like it for helping people to meet
their hospital and doctor bills. For informa-
tion on eligibility, benefits, and dues, mail
this coupon.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NOE CROSS wed NOE SHIELD
3101 Ilwoistiewn freed,
Lonnmills, Ky. 40205.
now .1. 3.1* obout Mee Craps pod
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The CBS Mammal ottaall linia8-




Pointer Vice President Richard
m Nixon ii the guest on NBC's
"Meet the Press" Where football
doeini r.
ABC's "Issues net Amesera" In-
terviess Arthur Goldberg, U. S.
amtarinedor to the Untbad Mates.
-Wild Ken:dom." with entailing
Marlin Perting. returns to NBC for
its seanonal premier. Moose and
mountain iroats an the objectives
of a hebcopter flight orer Canad-
ian wikkemees
NBC's ."Bell Telephone Baur is
demoted to the mune festival eit
Tangiewood. Mases. this peat men-
Mer.
Jack Benny. Berbera McNair and
Charts Athaviour are gusts on
Garry Moore's CBS hour. `
Andy Welactio NBC hour will
have Steve Alien !kb' And.
Pend& Clark and Inger Steens as
guest stars
Moaday
"Lucy ki London* is a one-hour
special on CBS in which Lucile
Ball takes in the Laudon alschte
with Anthoevy NewleY. WMf red
Hyde-White. James Robertson Jus-
tice and Peter Wyrsiande This pre-
empts her own weekly half-hour




hag-callinli and LOCAL FIRMNBC's -Tuesday Night at the Mo-
ries" screens "For Uwe cr Mooney,"
starring Kirk Douglas and MIMI
Gaynor.
In "Second &eat" on ABC's "llie
Pagitiver Kimble is temporarily In
• enemies! explosion while fighting
the one-armed man
Wednesday
In the -Lost in Space" eta/F.0de on
CBS, Dr Senela's tempering with
• machine produces a female who
dedicates herself to being his aer-
oade of song, In skillets the Mar is
batted by top musicians. nit pre-
empts "Stage 67"
e Albert. the Peanuts and
singer Joe Wiliam& appear on Dian-
ny Kaye's CBS hour.
Thursday by I 'sated Penn International
The term GI - which today is"Jerialio" on CBS has the spy
tram many to ulterior decorators
to pain access to defense plans in •
German office
-It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie
Brown" is the half-hatir CBS spec-
ial featuring the animated adven-
tures at the chlldren of the "Pea-
nuts" comic strea at Hanowean.
"Seri" is the tale of NBC'. "Etter
Trek" Spacership enterprise discov-
ers another "earth" paper/meld by
selotime or an ab %rine experiment
to retard the Reuse proems
"The CBS Thursday night Mov-
ies" screens "Petal Wife." Warring
Henry Panda and Dan CrHerlihy "
Ba-setall star Willie Maya turns
up in the "Bewttched" episode on
ABC
• • •
Continued From Page One)
More &'V. fl through the years to
take R a yuccas Both. Mr and
Mr liebrey expreased their ap-
rpreciatem toda.y to the people of
Murray and Calloway County for
the patronage even to them and
for the support received
-we pledge ourselves lip give
even better service during the




Thsie Tunnel" on ABC has
'34einacre" in which the time-float-
ing scientists nun up iust before the
battle of the Little Brig Horn, be-
coming ceptives of Maks Bull
ABC hes a documentary. '"Iti Ease -me Thor ',teethe. la an .-rbe
A Soldier." showing the work of the lath From U. N. C. L. E" for
helicopter men twinging out the NBC. A women teacher 11410 re-
wounded Imrw the Viet Nanl fight- cedes racbo menage through her
ing &r M.. teeth helps Solo and Illya amps
"The Bag Valley" is preempted death in Geneva.
-The Grotenberg Mask" on NBC's I -The CBS Priday Night ?dories"
-Run For Your Le' deals with Steens "Ce.dget Clam to Rome."
caretuar lammed murder an the meirrtng JUOtta"-Dithein and CRody
ski 'elopes of thritaerland. Oarol.
-The Chryeler Theater" drum*
on NBC ts "Ilarnacre at Port Phil
Km.,." Daegreement of two
frontier officers over treatment of
Clan is a pupil.
Lansing leads to a bioody thowdown
ABC's one-hour special with rang-
ing star Tony Bennett le a carol-
vent but the becomes a nuimance.
Tuesday
Red Skeitan's guest Oar an Ms
CBS hour is Pony Bergen Ln a
Caen Kadin:Whopper sketch.. the
Saturday
a
commonly used to designate a
member of United States' ground
forces - - anirfnelly 'teens from
an Quartenneater Corps
halm fc,r such eerie as garbage
cans 01 once was meant to stand
for -irahasaze:1 iron." but was
tricoro-crity interpreted as mean-
ing -g.vernment, issue" or "general
Inue."
DEAN ILL
CANTERBURY, Enidithd TPt -
Dr Hewlett Johnson, the so-called
"Red" Dean of Canterbury who
once machined JOSUO C21ISR1 lif011111
INSVe been a Conunurdet if he were
eine today, was reported gravely
• Friday after a ball
Johnson. N. nnad his-lchurch
post in 1963 Although • ranking
clerk of the Church of England.
he once was an the edkorial board
of the British Ocenenureat party
organ
"ABCs Wide World of Sparta"
covers an exhibition baseball game
in 'Mayo between the La Angeles
Dodgers and the `famine Canna.
-The Oster Image" an ABC'.
-Shane" makes it nessnary for
Marian Starrett to cbxne between
two ways of hie
-The CBS "1111thien: iempome"
epaggat gets the oembir-estalioner
waft savaged II fligsgarta with
voltam hallissis lip genre an hoc-
-
eat election
NBC'. ''Sseunlay Night at the
Movies" screens -Me Bisamaneer."
starring Yul Brynner. Charlton
Heston. Clare Bloom and Charlet
Boyer
ABC's -rhe Hailywood Palace'
las Herb Alpert Si ming buit. ap-
pearing with his Mimes Brass 111116-
ala group
TV CAMEOS: Honit. Scrtill Movies
The 'Blockbusters' Are Coming to Video
A men• Prom The arid. on th• Wyse Krro,. ihs 1957 mission picture which wen seven
Airodemy Awards When shown on ABC recently, seine 60'veillies viewers tuned in on it
By 10 ADMIRED.
For some years now, pm-
moters of pay TV have found
the going rough. One system,
tried out in Canada on a small
scale. flopord dismally. Then
when anollier seemed to be
making headway, voters in Cali-
fornia decided against it at the
polls
The men behind pay-as-you-
see video still had hopes that
they could capture in other
parts of the nation a substantial
share of subscribers and wean
them away from network TV.
They counted heately on the
fact that the big ration picture
companies would continue to
withhold indefinitely the box-
office -blockbusters- from free
circulation on the air. They &leo
had bootee that someday they
would be able to buy such films
and sell them 'sans commer-
cials, to viewers willing to pay
to see them.
• • •
THEN, the other day, the
final bell seemingly tolled for
the pay TV promoters with the
announcement that ABC and
ens-had' invested 102300,000
for the purchase of more than
100 motion pictures including
hits that had grossed millions
In theaters around the country,
ter free airing in prime time.
These will he shown during the
next few years.
Indicative of the popularity
with viewers of major films
over humdrum whodunits worn-
out westerns, etc. was the im-
pact made a short time ago
when the movie The Bridge on
the !titer Kwat, was shown on
the ABC network The Academy
Award-winning film was esti-
mated to have reached an audi-
ence of 60 million. swamping
standard offerings on competing
networks.
• • •
THE ABC NETWORK paid
$2 million for the rights to run
Rwas twice. The sponsor, a
motor car company. shelled out
111.200.000 for the first run, plus
6600000 more for air time For
the second showing at some fu-
ture date (when the audience.
naturally. is expected to be
smaller) ABC is asking IA00,000
plus air time charges; all told.
a very profitable venture for the
network.
In the new deals, ABC will
append a total of 139.600,000 for
films they telecast over a five-
year period. From the 20th
Century- Fox library viewer,
will be able to tune in on such
"blockbusters" as Cleopatra,
The MagnilleenT Wee ne Thew
Machines, The Longest
Day, The Agony and The Erato-
sv, Von Ryan's Szpress and The
lobe. From Paramount will
come 32 films. including such
former hits as Rhan•, find and I
The Greatest Show on Earth. !
1 ,A CBS spokesman, explain.
ink his company's $53 million
arrangement with Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, said that "motion
picture prices are skyliocketing
and WY DO popular with audi-
ences that we re just making
' sure we've got a good supply
so we can show movies twice
I • week for the next few years"
The contract with M - G - M
covers the telecast of 45 pic-
, tures from the film company's
library over a three-year period
, and also the presentation of 16
:rams productions following their
, release in theaters. Viewers will
`be nerved such movies ILA The
Oki** Bottom Boot, North by
Northwest, The Rand piper, But-
terfield 8, The Night of the
Iguana and Cat on a Hot TIN
Roof.
• • •
THE MOST expensive film in
the package. bought by the net-
works is Cleopatra, starring Rex.
Harrison, Richard Burton and
his wife, Liz Taylor. It will cost
ABC IN million for two airings.
Unfortunately for viewers it is
still being shown In movie
!theaters and will not be released
to the home screen' until 1971.
Meanwhile, on the brighter side,
they can look forward to seeing
some of the "blockbusters" men-
tioned above before that date.
And the best part about It, it's
free,




Two acndents were reported by
C.ty Pcisce this morning.
One occurred at 3:20 yesterday
in the Meadow Lane area. OW
Lee Jones of Murray Route Four
dr.eurg a 1969 Chevrolet and Ruby
Blakely Witcox, 801 Wades:lane,
drVving a 1963 Mercury had a col-
Pe said Jones was going west
on Story and Mrs Wilcox was
going north on Mesdowlane. Jones
balled to see Mrs Wticox, Ponce
• seal struck her car on the
right front fender and wheel One
Vaine was knocked into the yard
at mitt Nash at 604 Shades-lane
but no the wim Injured.
Sergeant Bourn and Patroishan
Garland inveliggated the accident
At 2 46 Fnclay an accident oc-
curred on the Butterworth
perking be Rose Ann Childers of
113 North leth Street drivuig •
1961 Chevrolet and Sterols Jean
Stertetn dile** a 1904 Volkswagen
cceided. Pollee mid that the UM-
dens car was parked on the park-
ing it and that the thedron cat
backed into it. A loft rear fender
was damaged.
Sergeant Martin Wells investi-
gates:1.
FIRST SNOWFALL
ZURICH ITS - Winter arrived
Friday in the Swim Alps with a
four-inch snowfall which snarled
Baffle on mountain reacts.
Switzerland lied an unusually long
Indian stanmer and the wannest
October temperatures in Its meter°
-bagicial !theory.
SATURDAY OCTOBER 22, 1966
'WIPED OUP • • •
('unitnued From Page One)
as they arrived in grey blankets
pinned at head and f.x.t
A coroner attir.g in the chopto.
towel death certiftcoutes after each
ideret2flowlhon. His writing hand
s."took.
Rescue workers attacking the
MOISASS with bare hands and took
kept the one eye on the weather.
If it turned bad the rest of the
Baal; could fall Su: the forecast
was for good weather..
A ponce official. add PridaYll
aveauctle was INA Rooting but
under content.-
"It was • tigurglpiag nightmare,"
one 71110Ue worker mid. "I pulled
out four cshiktren with my own
hanch They were olutchang one
another arm in arm. It was JUS/
ten awful."
likee people have been lying
here at their thee beneath thee
Ups abg piles and they have
been a constant threat hanging
up there," the worker, $1-year-old
Oeonpe Chirinock said
Inet Everything
"ISui the people wouldn't newe
Everything they had was here
Now they have ket everythirig
A 21-year-old teacher from the
renaming hash school spared by
the flew alai the watched help-
as five elementary male
students drowned
"After they were buried you
could hear them scream:nig," she
mid "Titan as they opened their
mouths, ton-eras or water burst
in from 'woken water mains and
drcwned them".
In untouched parse Of the gal-
teed v.inge, see went on. Most
of the gray brick- cottages were
"pets to all callers Women' sheitip-
ed, milonen and bakers made
their deliveries Knots of people
gat he re 1 in the streets, talking
sn,ftiy.
At dallibuses where families lost
ctindren, curtains were drawn.
Only close friends and relatives
entered
Five clergymen rrem nearby
churches mingled with Parents on
kite to Identify their children.
One said no special services would
be held in churches Sundey.
-Hearts are breaking," he mid.
"The sorrow la too great for the
usual sermons We can only pay."
Pohce paid tribute to the ef-
forts of young rescue workers.
We, the older generation, had
our bikers mil World War Two,"
one policeman said -These young-
sters, bore of 16 stripped to the
waist, worked for eight houn like
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5 PIO. 1.75Floral scooted WI of 20 packets.
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zee le 7k ADIRSIVE Tan
Real. Various widths. lengths ....- . 2 for .211 to 2 for .71
125 01111 SHUN gii.















oso 2.N MISTING POWDER. Aer l
Swot 'N Lovely fragrance I or 2 for 2.01
Pk KIM BUSS Rexall quality
ik ENVELOPES Dourless and Inter size 
2 
2 for .70
3Ic STENO BOOR Ruled green sheets _ . pal Ifo r .214g
111c All REFRISH011
Revell room denocrant Ilya aerosol 2 for 11
454 VINYL BAIT PARIS Washable. bloomer style 2 PAIR .50
4 11.5 SHEErCOMFORT ;UPPORT NYLONS
RE X A LL PEROXIDE
3X, 10 vol.






Salve. Ointment,token or liquid
Seamed 3, sto- est. Mist. Brentwood, Mute 2 PAIR 4.11
11c PAIN RELIEF BALIA Reull Aolgeist. IRA oz. ._ 2 for .10
Ile 111010S, "'a' 10 lozenges or IS trachea . 2 for .$4
1.21 CHERROSOTE COUG41 SY111P Reeall, 11 II. oz.... 2 for 1.10
Sic HYGIENIC 1.101110 Penal! 6 fl. oz. .. .._...... ... 2 for 14








m Relieves inor eam 5 or .. . . . . 2 for 1.511
7k WITCH NHAZELRexall Pint ..... ..... for .74
i 
2
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;4 SURPRISE BUYS 
Not °chow; lc Sale ,Plart,
BUT VALUES' TOO GOOD TO MISS!.,..
ASPIRIN Reran Sr ;ors 4k each, 31t 1.11
liSUCET AFC TAILETS Reel too • 67c each, 3 for 1.79
TOOTH PASTE sae*.
,..us e we . ri,...••• .. „ 54c each. 3(0 1.41.
ROUTE SET HAIR Snit Retail,
:4-0: ureic ! 6k each, 3 for 1.71
FAST PERMANENTS *eel Feral was if hoe. each 1.00
REOt SHAVE AEROSOL SKATE MAI .
'mil lie:
NANO LOTION cars Pee* Ill, at. ._. 54c each, 3 for 1.47




• /MIRED ASPIRIN Pew toes 67c each 3 for 1.77
.--
TIMID ACTION COLD CAPSULES
9•'•" 1c 't fik each, 3 for 2.33
REDI.SPRAY DEODORANT
Ravi so: as 54c each. 3 for 1.47
COOL 1111$,E00 DIANT ROLL-ON
ita.. • 1 or Mc each, 3 for 1.47
COOL KUL DEODORANT CREAM
IN., , 1 ,,,, ... 4k each. 3 for 1.17
fall MOUTHWASH nese em ..... 55c each, 3 for 1.49
RLENZO MOUTHWASH see' Pint 55c each. 3 for 1.49
I ORAL MOUTHWASH Retail Pet 55c each 3 for 1.41
MINUTEMAN CNEWAILE VITAMINS '
Retail for ch114,e, 1.48 each, 3 for 3.111
' 
M 
1 09 each 3 for 2.1500o,,. 'IC' 
RD.I7AiMpl N., .„
:41.:XY MORE ITEA1 1 ON Sisf.1 a . Me/RR If fiV I
Dale - Stubblefield
•
•
•
•
,a
•
•
•
